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Today’s talk 

1. Quick introduction to AI 
2. Overview of modern use cases of AI in education

a. Personalised learning
b. Universal access
c. Class analytics
d. Smart feedback 
e. Smart content creation 

3. AI for smart content creation - the case of Smartest Learning  
4. Final thoughts / Q&A 
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What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)? 

● The study of intelligent agents - systems that perceive their environment 
and take actions that maximise the chance of achieving a goal. 

● Machine Learning - the study of computer algorithms that improve 
automatically through experience. 
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AI is already part of our daily lives 

Beyond day-to-day applications: 

● Automated drug discovery 
● Manufacturing
● …Many others…
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AI will augment us, not replace us 

● AI doesn’t work as well for higher-order tasks 
○ Complex decision making 
○ Creativity 

● Biggest impact of AI in the coming decades: 
○ Specialized, clearly defined use cases that are repetitive 

■ Few edge cases
■ Not safety critical 
■ A lot of data is available for training  

○ Human in the loop
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Artificial Intelligence in Education

● Teachers: automate/augment repetitive pedagogical tasks
○ Create multiple versions of the same test 
○ Grade tests, and provide feedback to students much more quickly 
○ Analyse the performance of individual students, or of a class as a whole   

● Students: more flexibility and greater autonomy 
○ Get a personalised learning trajectory depending on: 

■ Prior performance 
■ Special needs 

○ Improve communication with teachers 
○ Receive instant feedback 

● Free up time for more complex pedagogical tasks
○ Critical debate in class 
○ Collaborative projects 
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Personalised learning 

● Each student is different and has a different learning pace and needs 
● 1:1 tutoring is expensive and time consuming
● Create a personalised learning trajectory for each student 

○ Automatically collect feedback and adjust 
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Personalised learning 

● Build a model of the student, that is updated through feedback
● Recommend the best possible next learning step 
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Morales-Rodriguez et. al. 2012
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Examples
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Smart feedback  

● Essay analysis/scoring 
● Writing analysis and feedback 
● Authorship verification  
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Universal access

Accommodate for all students:  

● Accommodate for students that might have visual/hearing/other impairments
● Translate and deliver content in multiple languages to create “global” 

classrooms
○ Access specialised subjects only available in other schools/online

● Immersive remote learning for students that can’t attend in person
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Smart content creation

Generate new learning content: either completely from scratch, or with some user 
input.  

● Exercises 
● Training modules 
● Other materials 
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CREATE INTERACTIVE EXERCISES IN SECONDS

Extract & 
Analyse

Generate 
Tests 

Computer
Vision

Natural Language 
Processing
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Key features of Smartest

● Create 8+ different interactive exercises 
with the help of AI, covering all subjects. 

● If necessary, edit the exercises with our 
simple interface. 

● Share the exercises with your class, and 
collect analytics on your students. 

● Possible to export the exercises in other 
platforms, or to print them. 

● Developed for all platforms: IOS, Android 
and Web

● Supported languages: English, German, 
French, Italian and Spanish. 
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Fact-based exercises

● Natural language processing is used: 
○ Analyse the content 
○ Select answers 
○ Generate false options  

● Works for all subjects. 

Bern is the capital of 
Switzerland. With a population of 
about 144,000, it is the fifth-most 
populous city in Switzerland.

____________ is the capital of 
Switzerland. 

a. Bern
b. Zurich
c. Geneva 
d. Basel 

Bern is the second-most populous 
city in Switzerland. True or False? 
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Language learning 
exercises

Bern is the capital of Switzerland. 
With a population of about 144,000, it 
is the fifth-most populous city in 
Switzerland.

Bern ____ is the capital of Switzerland.  
a. is
b. was
c. were
d. had been 

English German

city die Stadt

population die Bevölkerung f

c a p i t a l

i f

t t

y h
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Diagram exercise
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● Computer Vision is used to detect the blocks. 



Diagram exercise
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“Smartest for me is saving time, valuable 
time, because I can finally gather my material 

together in one app and make it easily 
accessible for my students.” 

Tabea Z., primary and secondary teacher, 
ITSmove Winterthur CH

“With Smartest, teachers can create a class 
activity in a couple of minutes and stimulate 

discussions around any topic” 

Rahel Wüthrich, Director, ITSmove School, 
Wintherthur CH

The benefits of using Smartest
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Pilot at Ecole Lemania 

● We created 250 interactive exercises, targeting the Swiss Maturity exam.
○ Teachers could create more exercises themselves, and assign exercises to their 

students. 
● Different subjects: History, geography, physics, chemistry and biology
● Takeaways: 

○ “The interactive format of the exercises makes them more playful and fun.” 
○ “By leveraging technology more valuable time can be freed up for other 

pedagogical tasks essential to 21st-century skills, such as formative feedback, 
differentiation, and critical debate.”

○ “Textbooks come alive due to Artificial Intelligence”
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Conclusion

● AI holds a great potential in Education
○ Augment teachers, not replace them  
○ Empower students to explore and to learn at their own pace 

● We have looked at several applications of AI in education 
○ Personalised learning 
○ Universal access 
○ Class analytics 
○ Smart feedback 
○ Smart content creation 

● At Smartest, we focus on Smart content creation 
○ → make the lives of both teachers and their students easier, and more interactive. 
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Thank you! 

Contact us: 
Nikola Nikolov – nikola@smartest.io
 
www.smartest.io  
LinkedIn: smartestlearning
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